Why Choose Malaysia Healthcare?
Treatment advantage: Malaysia healthcare is specialized in all medical
disciplines and performs some of the most difficult treatments in the world. The
medical practices followed in Malaysia are at par with the best in the world,
incorporating sophistication as well as international expertise. The medical team
consists of specialists who have been trained in outstanding medical institutions
around the world while the visiting faculty comprises of distinguished specialists
belonging to world famous medical centres. The treatments are carried out in
state of the art facilities that have been furnished to meet international
standards. The high quality in treatments is thus maintained at the technology as
well as professional levels.
Value for your money: In the current scenario of international medicine, where
the cost of medical treatment is skyrocketing in the U.S. and Europe, Malaysia's
healthcare service comes as a relief to patients all over the world. With highly
specialized hospitals and medical faculties trained in some of the most esteemed
medical institutions in the world, Malaysia confidently claims of a medical care
that supersedes in quality and affordability. Common cosmetic surgeries such as
the rhinoplasty and tummy tuck, costs the patient around 5000-6000$(USD) in
the U.S., while in Malaysia the same would come up to only 600-1400$(USD).
The disparity is proof of the cost-effective nature of Malaysian procedures.
This leaves scope for incorporating a vacation along with the treatment for the
holiday seekers. And what's more you still spend only lesser than what you would
have, in order to undergo the medical treatment alone in the U.S. or U. K.
Hospitality: The facilities are complemented by equally proficient nursing
faculties offering round the clock service to the patients. Hospitality and service
being the keywords of our practice, a comfortable stay in fully equipped and
luxurious rooms is assured. The biggest advantage is perhaps the fact that the
faculties of the hospitals are English speaking, facilitating proper communication
and interaction. Also the medical staffs hail from various parts of the world,
hence erasing any alien feeling for the foreign patient, who has opportunity to
relate with an identical nationality.
Confidentiality: The patient is assured of complete privacy as we ensure to
maintain and conduct the details of all our procedures including information
transfer under strict confidentiality, preventing unwarranted attention from any
source.
Holiday advantage: Malaysia is a beautiful country, enriched with sun lit
beaches, hill stations, evergreen forests and spectacular architectural sites,
offering you multiple holiday possibilities. Malaysia healthcare offers you the
opportunity to take advantage of a vacation along with your treatment either
through the various tailor made packages on offer or by helping you to build your
own personalized holiday cum treatment package utilizing our online services.
The packages are available at attractive prices, and are a true steal from the
economic point of view, considering the money as well as time saved on choosing
Malaysia for your treatment.
Service advantage: Malaysia healthcare serves you at every point of your
journey; from the point where you access our healthcare services online till your
departure from Malaysia. Our simple format helps you to plan your treatment in
Malaysia with ease.

